
 

Have you used Japanese pattern books before?  
Or have you admired their super-cool aesthetic and thought: If only I could decipher them…  
 

Well, that elegant, minimalist style is within your reach. No Japanese language skills required!  
 

Only a small portion of Japanese pattern books have been translated into English. But that 
doesn’t matter, as the simple guide below will open up SO much more! 

 

 

 

Japanese sewing books usually show beautifully styled photos of the garments first, followed 
by a section titled ‘Before you start’. Next are pages with instructions to construct each 
garment. Finally there are 1 - 4 pull out sheets with the pattern pieces.  
 

Checking your size is a good idea no matter what pattern you’re working from. But perhaps 
even more so with Japanese pattern books as the sizes tend to run small.  
 

The ‘Before you Start’ section is where the body measurements will be listed. The main areas 

Japanese Pattern Books made easy 

Note: Before I break it down below, remember (as with any new skill) to give yourself 
some grace. Choose an easier project to start with and treat it as a learning opportunity. 
It’s the first step to all the exciting projects that lay beyond!  
 
 

Before you start 
 

https://indybindy.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=96a458ed7447994302569f8fd&id=2ab2c0451e&e=ae131754e5


are labeled in the pic below. There’s also a table of key terms translated at the end of this 
guide for your reference.  

 
 
Once you’ve worked out where you fall in the body measurement sizing you can find the 
finished garment sizing on the instructions page for your garment. 

 

As part of the Before you start section there should be an area explaining how to use the 
pattern. This will list the key pattern symbols and if seam allowances are included.  
 
Most Japanese sewing patterns will not include seam allowance. You have to add this when 
you trace your pattern. The standard seam allowance is 1cm unless noted in the pattern 
layout on the instructions page for your garment.  
 

Reading the patterns 
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Keep an eye out for the facing pattern symbol (—-—-—- in the pic below). Facings are often 
nested within the main pattern pieces, but if you look carefully you’ll find them!  

 

The page number of the instructions for each garment will be noted on the styled 
images. The instruction pages typically include these key sections: 

1. Finished size (see image below) 
2. Materials (see image below) 
3. Pattern pieces 
4. Pattern layout 
5. Sewing order 

Hot tip: If you’re unsure, downloading GoogleTranslate may just rock your world! Watch 
this video to see three key ways you can use it to help understand the secrets within!  
https://youtu.be/C6LqNrERwHo  
 
 
 Pattern instruction pages 
 

https://youtu.be/C6LqNrERwHo
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6. Sewing instructions 

Pattern pieces 
This is where you can check which page of the pull out sheets your pattern is located on and 
the ID for your garment’s pattern. This is often a letter or (in this case) a number. 
 

 

Pattern layout 
In English patterns I often skip over the pattern layout and play around with the pattern 
pieces to see how I can get the most out of my fabric.  
 
However with Japanese sewing patterns it is definitely worth a look, and here’s why: 

• Standard seam allowances for Japanese sewing patterns are 1cm. If the seam 
allowances vary from this it will be noted here by a number in brackets with a line 
indicating which seam it applies to.  
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• This is where the number of pieces you need to cut is listed. 

As the pull out pattern pages can get so crammed with lines, simple rectangle shapes are 
often left off. These additional pieces will be shown in the layout with the measurements for 
each side noted with a line connecting them to the piece. See the Fabric loop and Self fabric 
bias tape in the image below. 

Sewing order 
The first thing you will notice is a diagram of the finished garment with numbers indicating 
the sewing order. If the numbers have pages listed next to them, the step is explained in an 
earlier pattern. Refer to those pages and follow the steps accordingly.  
 

 
 

https://indybindy.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=96a458ed7447994302569f8fd&id=6d68d103f4&e=ae131754e5


Sewing instructions 
Each of the steps will likely have more steps within them. These are numbered and will often 
also have arrows showing you the subsequent step on the page. Because all the sewing 
instructions are generally kept within one or two pages, they are not always laid out left to 
right and top to bottom as you may expect!  

 

If you can’t work out what the instructions are saying, but you’ve fit a sleeve head or sewn an 
inseam pocket before - then do it the way you know and pick the instructions back up later! 
 

It’s your garment and your sewing practice - you can do whatever you like! 
 

 
 

Hot tip: Trust yourself! If this all looks a bit too much still - just remember you’ve sewn 
simple boxy tops/elastic waist pants before!!!  
 
 

Tracing the pattern 
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Initially it may look like a crazy jumble of lines that you should slowly back away from, but let 
me decode it for you and it will all start to make sense! 
 
The patterns will be on both sides of the paper. So first, find the right page number for your 
pattern. Each page will have a key Listing the patterns on the page by name and ID number or 
letter. And if you’re lucky the patterns using different blocks will be in different colours.  
The pattern pieces are identified by their pattern ID (number or letter) and also the number 
that the pattern piece corresponds to within that pattern. E.g. Pattern 7 back bodice:  [7]-4, 
Pattern 7 back facing: [7]-5, as seen in the image below.  
 

 
 
The same pattern pieces may be used across multiple garments and will have all of the 
garments listed in the same way. E.g. Patterns 2 and 4 sleeve: [2] [4]-3, as seen below. 
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The last thing to be aware of is that some pattern pieces may be to large to fit on the page so 
they will use a symbol to indicate where two pieces should be joined before cutting out. In 
this book, they use a solid rectangle and the words ‘つなげて使用する’. 

 

 
 
Now all that’s left to do is jump in and give it a try!  
 
If there’s something you come across in the process that you’re unsure of, snap a pic and 
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send it to me aims@indybindy.com.au. I’ll help you figure it out!  
 
楽しんでね！(Have fun!) 

 
 

Indy Bindy Fabrics 
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Key Terms 
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	The page number of the instructions for each garment will be noted on the styled images. The instruction pages typically include these key sections:

